
Superior integration, greater cost control, enhanced automation, and 
improvement of fleet operating efficiencies whilst enhancing your 
compliance management – all in one system.

Fleet management can be challenging. With so many different fleet compositions, operational 
requirements and drivers to manage, it can be tough to keep track of things, not to mention  
time-consuming especially when using disparate management systems and processes.  
When everything takes longer than it should, it can be hard to stay within budget.

Experience our Award-Winning  
Fleet Management Software

Reduce Costs, 
Increase Efficiency, 
Stay Compliant.

Reduce Costs, 
Increase Efficiency, 
Stay Compliant.



Jaama is a Microsoft Gold Development Partner
Jaama is proud to have achieved gold application development competency in the Microsoft Partner Network. 
The achievement demonstrates the company’s ability to meet customers’ evolving needs in today’s fast-moving 
business operating environment.  

Technology - 
Key2 is a modern, next-generation asset management solution using an open SQL database, Microsoft .Net2, 
XML data structure. The fleet industry’s first Microsoft Smart Client rich user interface design that is continually 
updated to ensure you are not investing in obsolete technology.

Your trusted team of experts
Jaama is the industry’s benchmark for quality and innovation and is the most recommended fleet software 
supplier. This is due to the attitude and approach of our team – like-minded individuals who strive for excellence 
and innovation. This proficiency reflects in everything we do.

Everything in one place
Key2 is a totally integrated modular asset management solution covering all aspects of owning, leasing, hiring, 
maintaining, repairing, running and disposing of cars, vans, commercial vehicles, plant and other asset related 
equipment. Decide on your requirements, select the modules to meet them and Key2 will deliver greater control, 
improved efficiency and levels of service.

Software solutions that save you time
Your time is precious. You need meaningful management information at the touch of a button, instant exception 
notifications to identify any urgent issues and automated process driven systems to reduce the manual 
administration of tasks.

Key2 gives you back the time to proactively manage your fleet by removing a huge amount of the  
administrative burden.

Secure investment
With inclusive bi-annual upgrades, you will always be on the latest version of the software. Our ongoing 
development and investment ensures that our products are future proofed for your future.

Our fully integrated, innovative software solutions will save you time and help control and reduce costs 
whilst ensuring full compliance with legislative requirements. Whether you run a small car fleet, a large 
commercial fleet, are a fleet management company or a leasing business or hire out plant and assets, 
our technology is designed to make sure things run smoothly and you are in full control.

Technology, Functionality, Innovation.



Core Products

 � Key2 Vehicle Management
A totally integrated vehicle, asset and driver management 
solution proven to help control costs along with helping to 
ensure legislative compliance, optimise fleet performance, 
reduce risk and significantly improve operating efficiencies.

 � Key2 Commercial Vehicle Management
As operators, you need world-class management software 
that accommodates the complexities of your business whilst 
providing administrative efficiencies. Key2 Commercial 
Vehicle Management includes Earned Recognition Scheme 
integration, FORS compliance functions, CPC management 
and full defect management

 � Key2 Workshop Management
A totally integrated workshop management tool, providing 
touchscreen technology to help manage the entire 
workshop operation. Seamlessly integrates to Key2 Vehicle 
Management.

 � Key2 Hire Management
This totally integrated solution not only stores information 
but also actively manages, monitors and intelligently reports 
on all aspects of the hire operation. Asset optimisation, 
operator management and a one-click conversion of 
quotations and orders to contracts significantly reduces 

administration time and paperwork.

 � Key2 Contract Hire & Leasing
The industry leading management software that not only 
copes with your complex business requirements it also helps 
optimise assets, reduce overheads, increase efficiency and 
positively differentiates the customer in the market place, 
giving them the competitive edge.

 � Licence Portal
A comprehensive, cost effective, completely secure, web-
based licence verification service with the DVLA. The whole 
process, delivered online, provides a complete audit trail of 
driver information and licence checks helping towards your 
duty of care compliance.

 � MyVehicle App
This award-winning smartphone app not only makes life 
simpler for drivers, it provides comprehensive control for fleet 
managers. Compatible with Apple and Android, information 
uploaded through the app automatically updates the related 
vehicle, asset or driver record in Key2.

 � Maintenance Exchange
This ‘end to end’ maintenance system allows seamless 
booking, authorisation, invoicing and auditing of vehicle 
maintenance work. All required documentation typically MoT 
certifications, vehicle inspection sheets, servicing and routine 
maintenance documents can be shared between service & 
repair centres, vehicle owners/operators and the DVSA. 



Privately owned by a team of directors who have spent their entire careers working in the fleet 

and leasing technology arena, our team have a passion for creating quality and award-winning 

solutions in partnership with our customers as well as finding innovative ways to reduce costs, 

improve efficiencies and achieve compliance in the fleet market.

“Key2 has enabled the 

implementation of a single system 

to manage all fleet, driver and 

journey-related data, vital for 

ensuring compliance and efficient 

management of a fleet  

our size.” 

Mark Woodworth

Head of logistics, Speedy Hire

0844 8484 333 www.jaama.co.ukenquiries@jaama.co.uk

Switching software supplier or procuring a new system has never been easier
For further information on why Jaama is the industry’s benchmark for quality and innovation and is recognised 
as the most advanced software supplier in the market, and to arrange a demonstration of our software,  
please contact us today.

“Utilising licence checking services 

with Jaama has saved Pertemps 40 

hours per week in administration 

time – so the actual cost saving 

is huge. “The huge benefit of the 

portal is the instantaneous checks. 

A driver can come into one of our 

branches and have their licence 

checked there and then, which is 

great and we know instantly if they 

are legally permitted to drive.”

Tim Stokes

Fleet IT Manager, Pertemps

“With Key2 we have an industry-

leading system that through 

continual collaboration on 

enhancements and new 

developments ensures we remain 

at the cutting-edge. System 

development has been the engine 

room of underpinning Ogilvie’s 

business growth in recent years.”

Andy Stephen

Business Support Director, 
Ogilvie Fleet


